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ABOUT

Internationally acclaimed artist/composer Jean François Alcoléa meets
George Méliès’ cinematic magic in a show that combines live music with 12

of Méliès’ pioneering silent films. On stage three virtuoso musicians play
some fifty rare and unique instruments, breathing fresh life into the

French cinematographer's timeless works.

An original score was composed for each film, making every piece unique.
Using an array of instruments like saucepans, wind chimes, musical saws,

and many more, the cinema concert promises a sensory journey that
seamlessly weaves together Alcolea's contemporary artistry with Méliès'

fantastical silent movies from the 1800s.

As one of the earliest filmmakers, Georges Méliès (1861-1938)
demonstrated a visionary approach to storytelling, using film in ways that

were unprecedented during his time. His films were filled with
imaginative and fantastical elements, and his inventive use of props, sets,

and special effects make him a timeless figure in the history of cinema. 

Jean-François Alcoléa expresses his enthusiasm for this innovative
project, stating, "Bringing “Right in the Eye” to life through the lens of

George Méliès' films is a dream come true. It's an exploration of
storytelling through multiple mediums, creating a rich tapestry that

engages and transports the audience."

This cinema concert is a testament to the enduring power of cinema and
music to transcend time and mediums. Attendees can expect to be

entranced by the seamless integration of Alcolea's contemporary vision
with Méliès' timeless pioneering cinematic marvels.



BIOGRAPHY 

French pianist, composer, improviser and
scenographer, Jean-François Alcoléa stages shows

that reflect his multiple universes, combining
music and sound compositions, lighting, still images

and moving pictures, street art, dance, texts, and
art installations.

He likes to combine various artistic disciplines in
his creations, merging each piece of the puzzle into

a single entity. He also revisits the position and part
played by audiences in such immersive

performances: from an audio standpoint, and for
over fifteen years now, because audiences are

often seated at the heart of a multi-channel
surround sound system.



MUSICAL  

aquaphone / music box / piano frame / snare and cymbals /
wooden chest acting as a bass drum and marimba /

saucepans / inner tube / chimes / bells ans jingle bells /
spoons / keyboard sounds include piano, vibraphone,

marimba or glass harmonica / glockenspiel / plastic plates
/ slide flutes / electric sheath / guitare / melodica / small

percussions / sanzas / set of circular saw / blades and
miscellaneous metal tubes / musical saw / whistles /

theremin / low tom / triangles / cristal glasses

Concept, music compositions and sound creation,
keyboard, piano frame, melodica, miscellaneous objects:

Jean-François Alcoléa 
Drums, guitar: Fabrice Favriou or Hervé Joubert 

Sound, keyboard, percussion, objects: Mathieu Lucas 
Lighting and video: Noémie Mancia or Eric Seldubuisson 

INSTRUMENTS



OUR SPONSORS 



OUR SPONSORS 

NORMANDIE BAKERY
Do you like TRK baguette sandwiches? 

The bread is baked fresh at Normandie Bakery!

Chef Josette LeBlond is the founder of Normandie Bakery, a
French bakery and restaurant located in Los Angeles that

features a varied menu including popular French dishes and
pastries, as well as Pâtés. Discover Chef Josette’s mouth-

watering dishes on our website, and by visiting us at
Normandie Bakery!

Looking for the best French restaurant in Los Angeles? You
probably found it!

Normandie Bakery
3022 South Cochran Ave,

Los Angeles CA 90016

(323) 939-5528

Mon - Sat: 8:30 AM – 4:30 PM
Sunday: 9:00 AM – 3:00 PM
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